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TOOK The train Edinburgh. got on well. shouldn't have taken. We took more luggage than we needed. TAKEN We so much luggage. such a salty pie that. The pie was so salty that I could not eat it. Rakim Lyrics. "Take The Train" (feat. Danny Saber) (from "The Rugrats Movie" soundtrack). [Rakim:] Calling all Rugrats [x3] Please come in Rugrats. Take it to the maximum Take it to the max [x8]. [Rakim:] All in together lets make a game We can all win if we play the same Whoever gets caught got to take the blame We gon' take the train, take the train. Take it to the maximum [x3] [Rakim:] Take it to the maximum. [Rakim:] The trains been highjacked on track and never come back The express, the last stop is where the funs at I got my friends, a car full of hostages To th "Take the 'A' Train" is a jazz standard by Billy Strayhorn that was the signature tune of the Duke Ellington orchestra. The use of the Strayhorn composition as the signature tune was made necessary by a ruling in 1940 by the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP). When ASCAP raised its licensing fees for broadcast use, many ASCAP members, including Ellington, could no longer play their compositions over radio, as most music was played live on radio at the time. Ellington turned